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Abstract: With the development of the Internet, there are more ways to interact with 

information and resources, and through the Internet, the speed and efficiency of these 

methods have become very high. In our life, everyone's interests and hobbies are 

different. In order to better find friends with the same interests and share their ideas, 

various communities and forums have appeared online. This paper is to design a BBS 

forum system, that is, an electronic bulletin board, which can provide users with a 

communication platform. In this platform, users can find their own groups, and can 

publish their own ideas, and communicate with other people in the group. 
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1. Introduction 

In the early days, BBS forum system and the traditional bulletin board function is 

roughly the same, but since the development of BBS, its function and role have already 

surpassed the traditional bulletin board [1]. Now BBS forum is no longer just a simple 

release and access to news, but widely used in individuals, enterprises and websites 

[2]. Nowadays, with the acceleration of people's life rhythm, there are higher 

requirements for the efficiency of information acquisition and processing. When people 

encounter various problems, such as trivial matters in life, or technical problems 

cannot be solved, this time the BBS forum system shows its effect. [3]. 

In this network communication platform with the Internet as the carrier, people will 

obtain more useful information, and the acquisition speed is faster and the interaction 

is stronger. [4]. For example, campus BBS, enterprise BBS, or human BBS, which have 

the above-mentioned advantages, can help people timely access to some key 

information and useful resources in life and work. And in different fields, these different 

BBS will show their respective advantages [5]. Now that the 5G era is ushered in, the 

way people communicate will further change. The BBS forum will continue to develop 

with the trend and show more patterns. 
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2. Demand Analysis 

BBS forum system mainly includes user part, administrator part, public page part and 

so on. Among them, the public part will have different topics and functions; according 

to the project, it can be divided into front-end, background and database, and these 

functions will be realized in the form of web pages. 

First of all, users of BBS can apply for their own account in this system. After having 

their own account, they can choose the corresponding topic section and publish their 

own topics. The topic can be seen by other users who visit the website, and can post 

messages and exchange ideas under this topic. BBS users can also choose to delete 

or keep their own published topics. On the other hand, BBS users can modify their 

personal information, such as email or interests, which can be displayed to other users. 

In addition to all the rights of ordinary BBS users, administrators can manage the 

corresponding sections of BBS forum system, such as deleting old sections or adding 

new ones. And can manage all the topics in the platform, and some non-standard 

topics can be deleted to ensure the standardization of BBS forum system. 

Therefore, according to the above analysis, the functions of BBS forum system are 

mainly reflected in users and administrators. 

The functions of ordinary users are as follows: 

(1) Topic management: view topics, publish topics and reply to topics. 

(2) Personal homepage management: view or delete personal topics and replies. 

(3) Personal information management: view personal information, modify personal 

information. 

The administrator's functions are as follows: 

(1)Topic management: view topics, publish topics, reply topics, delete topic and reply, 

set top topics and cancel top topics. 

(2) Personal home page management: view or delete personal published topics and 

replies. 

(3) User management: set up administrators, cancel administrator rights, and delete 

users. 

(4) Section management: delete and add sections. 

(5) Personal information management: check personal information, modify personal 

information. 

 

3. System Design 

According to the above system functional requirements, the design system functional 

architecture is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1 System functional architecture 

 

3.1 System Function Module Design 

(1) User registration and login management 

When using BBS forum system, users can only visit the homepage and some basic 

information of BBS forum as tourists without registered members. Therefore, in order 

to better use the network communication platform, tourists should register users in 

the forum registration page. At the time of registration, BBS forum background needs 

to obtain some user's personal information and save these personal data to the 

background database. This information is protected by BBS forum, and will not be 

disclosed to third parties without the consent of users. And the registered user account 

is unique, there will be no duplicate account. 

When the registration is successful, users can use the registered account and 

password to log in to BBS forum system for further operation. For users with different 

identities, the background will determine the corresponding permissions of users after 

login according to the relevant data of the database. The permissions of ordinary 

member users and administrators are different. When the login fails, the login page 

will prompt the user to login again. 

(2) Home page management 

The home page of BBS forum contains the corresponding sections and some topic-

related information. This information is obtained from the back-end database. The 

general content of the forum is displayed, users can click on the relevant link on the 
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homepage to jump to the corresponding page according to their own needs. 

(3) Section management 

Background topic classification management is operated by the administrator. After 

successfully logging in to BBS forum system, the administrator manages the topic 

classification according to the topic or heat on the forum, including viewing the created 

topic section, creating a new topic section, and deleting the existing topic section. The 

operations on these sections will be synchronized to the background database. 

(4) User browsing and publishing topics 

When a user visits BBS forum as a tourist, he / she can only browse the topic and 

can't post or reply to the topic. If you want to publish a new topic or make your own 

comments under other topics, you need to register your own member account on the 

registration page. 

If the user's identity is a member or administrator, after successfully logging in to the 

system, he / she can normally access the topic, publish the topic and reply to the topic 

in BBS forum. All published topics and replies will be saved to the BBS forum 

background database. 

(5) Personal information management 

The personal information of forum users is initially filled in by users themselves when 

they register. This information will be saved to the background database when the 

users register successfully. When users successfully log in to BBS forum, they can go 

to the personal information page from the relevant jump link on the home page. In 

this page, users can view their personal information. If users need to modify their 

personal information, they can jump from the personal information page to the 

personal information modifying page. In this page, users need to submit the reset 

personal information, BBS forum background will get the personal information 

synchronized to the database. 

(6) Background user management 

Background user management is operated by BBS forum administrator. The 

administrator can view the information and topics of other members after logging in 

to the system, and can modify the permissions of the members. When some members 

have irregular behavior, the administrator can also delete the member's account. The 

deleted member can only visit the BBS forum as a tourist.  

(7) Personal homepage management 

After logging in, each user can go to the personal homepage to view the topic and 

reply information posted by the individual. On this page, users can choose to delete 

these self-published contents. 
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3.2 Database Entity Class Design 

User: user ID, user name, login password, nickname, email address, avatar, gender, 

grade. 

Section: section number, section name, moderator ID, section theme, number of forum 

topics, and page click rate 

Reply: subject reply number, published subject user number, reply content and reply 

time 

Topic: topic number, the section where the topic is located, users who published the 

topic, number of topic replies, topic title, topic body, publishing time, topic status, 

topic hits, last reply user, and last reply time.  

 

4. Key Module Design 

Section management 

The section management is operated by the administrator of the BBS forum system. 

When logging in, the background will give the corresponding authority level against 

the database. When adding a new section, the form will pass the entered information 

to the add section file in the background. When this information is obtained in the 

background, a session class will be created, and then updated to the section table of 

the database through SQL statements. 

When viewing all sections, the section management page will obtain all the section 

information through the database and display it to the page. The information to be 

displayed includes the section ID, section name, section topic, and number of 

publications. 

In the section information, there is an operation to delete the section. The specific 

process is to click delete and jump to the delete section file in the background for 

processing. The background will execute the corresponding SQL statement according 

to the section ID to delete the corresponding information in the database.  

Theme publication 

When users want to publish a new topic, they need to input the title, the section and 

the content. 

 After the user fills in the data in the form on the theme page and clicks submit, the 

data will be transmitted to the add theme page in the background. In addition to the 

input data, the background will also obtain the user id and the time it was 

automatically generated. Then generate a topic class from these data, execute SQL 

statements through the method class, and add the published topic data to the 

database. 

Subject reply 

When users use BBS forum, whether from the home page or the corresponding section, 
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they can enter the topics published by other users, and users can express their 

opinions under these topics. The specific process is to fill in the reply content in the 

form on the subject page and click submit button. The form will submit the user id, 

reply content, and section number to the backend add reply page. The backend will 

instantiate these data into a reply class and add it to the database through SQL 

statements. After replying, the topic page will be refreshed again. The reply message 

will also be displayed. 

 

5. Summary 

This article studies the development and prospects of the BBS forum system from 

many aspects. The development of the network has promoted the transformation of 

communication methods, and the BBS forum system has changed the traditional 

communication methods to a certain extent. This article shows the main functions of 

the system, which are user management, foreground display and background 

management. The system displays different functions according to different user rights. 

With the continuous development of network technology, the BBS forum system will 

become more humane with the development of the times, and the way of interaction 

between people will be more perfect. 
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